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Access to VizieR catalogues of the Solar System

VizieR and Planetary Science 

Among the 20,000+ catalogues currently available in VizieR at CDS, a small fraction (< 10%) is dedicated to Solar 
System studies and exoplanets. The aim of the present study is to identify a way to provide more visibility to these 
catalogues in the Planetary Science community. 

CDS and VizieR are dimensioned to cure catalogues in the field of Astronomy. However, catalogues related to Solar 
System studies rely heavily on the initial declaration of authors and prove less accurate in average because of 
limited support of particularities in this field, e. g., specific coordinate systems, moving targets, or observations in 
reflected light. 

This problem has been addressed by providing a new, additional interface to VizieR for the content related to 
Planetary Science, Heliophysics, and exoplanets. 

VESPA  
The goal of VESPA (Virtual European Solar and Planetary Access) is to build a Virtual Observatory (VO) for Solar System Sciences. 
The infrastructure is developed in the series of Europlanet programmes, reusing mechanisms which have been developed for the 
Astronomy VO. In particular, the EPN-TAP is currently a Proposed Recommendation at IVOA. 

An optimized user interface is available at:           http://vespa.obspm.fr 
Currently, 57 data services are connected through the EPN-TAP protocol and queried by the VESPA portal.
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EPNCore search parameters: from VizieR + completed by experts 
Used to restrain TAP queries 
Provide global description

SAMP VizieR tables to TOPCAT 
(may contain links to data files)

Reference in ADS To VizieR catalogue

Such catalogues are easily identified thanks to VizieR general indexing — 1413 catalogues are identified in 
this version, ranging from historical catalogues to recent papers. 

A specific VO service called VizieR_planets was then build for this table. 

EPNCore metadata vocabulary 
This service is responsive to the EPN-TAP protocol, a version of TAP associated to the EPNCore set of 
metadata defined in Europlanet/VESPA to support Planetary Science and Heliophysics. 

The catalogue descriptions in the EPN-TAP table has been filled from existing information in VizieR and 
completed by experts up to a certain point. This activity is extremely demanding, as it requires science 
expertise of each particular topic, and sometimes to dive into the papers.

Queries issued from the VESPA portal are sent simultaneously to all data services, allowing to 
quickly identify data of interest. Access is also possible from any TAP client, e.g., TOPCAT, or 
Jupyter notebooks 

Technical constraints 
VizieR TAP access relies on the Vollt server, which implements a strict version of ADQL. 
Conversely, the VESPA portal is optimized for use with DaCHS servers, which include extra 
functionalities. 

Several things had to be adapted for this project. On the server side (VizieR), support for 
upper/lower cases and lists of values was added. On the client side (VESPA), pagination 
functions in the client were inhibited; a special access mode was also implemented to handle 
the VizieR hierarchy of directories.

Direct access to the data 
VizieR typically distributes observation tables, but those 
do not always contain a link to the associated data files, 
which requires to browse the VizieR archive to identify 
data of interest. An assessment was performed to simplify 
this process, in the restricted case of asteroid spectra. 

An associated service called spectro_asteroids has been 
set up in Observatory of Paris/PADC, which provides 
direct links to individual spectra and observing conditions 
from 7 recent papers. Again, the table had to be 
completed with extra information, sometimes available 
only inside the papers. VOtables were written when the 
spectra were only available in ascii. The service now 
provides easy access to nearly 500 spectra of small 
bodies, which was previously hampered by complex 
archive structures.  

CASSIS can handle various units / scales. Conversion 
between types of measurements (flux density, or relative 
to the Solar spectrum) will be implemented in the future.

Excerpt from the VizieR_planets table in TOPCAT 

Excerpt from the asteroid_spectra table in the VESPA portal 

To VizieR catalogue

Reference in ADS

Individual spectra can be SAMPed  
to CASSIS, SPLAT-VO or TOPCAT

Specifies scaling / calibration
together with spectra from other EPN-TAP  
services with similar content (e.g., M4ast)

Various spectra plotted in TOPCAT 

EPNCore parameters describe observational  
and instrumental configurations


